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Beginning of Meeting
Mitch Ingold: Calling the meeting to order of the 2020 OHV Public Hearing, deliberation of the 2020 OHV
Grants. My name is Mitch Ingold, I am the DNR Representative of the OHV Advisory Board. We also have
Troy Williams here from Conservation Police who will be taking over my (Mitch’s) position starting
1/1/21 as I am retiring at the end of December 2020. George has a few remarks he’d like to give before
we start the meeting.
George S.: As Mr. Ingold just stated this meeting is being recorded. That is a new requirement of the
Illinois Open Meetings Act. Just a brief history, at one point for board members of a public body to
participate by other means i.e. call in or video conference there had to be authority to do so in the rules,
public body’s rules, or the bylaws given the COVID 19 pandemic. The legislature put together and the
governor signed into law a piece of legislation that mandates the Open Meetings Act, which now allows
alternate attendance or attendance by other means at public body meetings. So, board members who
call in will now count towards a vote to conduct business. One of the requirements that I mentioned is
that the meeting will be recorded in its entirety, verbatim. In terms of members who make motions and
provide second to motions, whenever you do so because this is being recorded, since we are
telephonically participating please state your first and last name after you make the motion, and after
someone provides a second to the motion. Again, because we are on telephone, we need to have a roll
call vote on every action before the board. So, the board needs to vote on something, even as simple as
accepting the last minutes in the meeting, we need to have a roll call vote where someone calls out each
board member’s name. The board member responds yay or nay, that is a requirement of the new
legislation. People may pose the argument that’s something that is not needed for something as simple
as accepting a bid. I’d like to be uniform in how we approach things. I also like to err on the side of
judgement and avoid complaints being filed with the Attorney General’s Office. Finally, pursuant to, or I
should say pursuant to the board’s administrative rules 303045.70 B7. The Chair of the public body in
today’s meeting, Mr. Ingold will be serving in that capacity. Pursuant to the open Meetings Act, people
from the public may call in and participate. We are to provide a reasonable time for public comments

that each meeting, as deemed appropriate by the chair, prior to final consideration and action by the
board on any agenda item. SO, members of the public will have an opportunity to speak and participate.
But I would remind everyone, concerning any matter before the board, whether it’s the group answer or
anything else, proponents for an action as well as opponents to support action. Please do you best to
avoid testimony that is repetitive or irrelevant. That type of testimony just does not help the board
members make a decision. It takes additional time away from someone else, and it’s generally just not
helpful. So, proponents and opponents, please state your position and avoid repetitive testimony that is
specifically irrelevant so we can create a clear record of today’s meeting. And that’s all I have.
Mitch: Okay, thanks George. I want to run through and explain how the meeting is going to go through
the agenda. We will approve the minutes from last meeting. The board members will approve the
minutes from last meeting. Then we will being with grant applicants’ presentations. We will hear Clark
County first, Harpole’s Lodge second, and The Cliffs. Within each of those grant presentations, once the
presentation is finished, the OHV board will have an opportunity for questions to the grant presenter.
Then I will ask for comments in support or opposition of the grant. Then at the end of the meeting, the
OHV grants advisory board will vote on their recommendations for the 3 grants we have today. That will
be it for the meeting. Going forward has all of the Board had an opportunity to look at last meeting’s
minutes?
Drew: Yes.
Mitch: Has anyone not had an opportunity to look at those meeting minutes? Okay. Drew would you
want to start roll call?
Drew: Good morning everyone. Mr. Jay Hall?
Kathy: When your name is called please announce that you are present at the meeting.
Drew: Mr. Jay Hall are you present?
Kathy: Well I’m looking at Jay, but I don’t think he can hear us.
Drew: Can everyone hear me?
George: Yes, I can hear you Drew.
Drew: Is Jay present?
Gary: Jay, are you in the meeting?
Kathy: He is in the meeting. I think he is trying to call in at the moment, I’m not sure.
George: Let’s move on to the next board member. They need to be able to say they are present out
loud.

Drew: Mr. Lance Martin?
Lance: Present.
Drew: Mr. John Roth?
John Roth: Present.
Drew: Mr. Hunter John?
Kathy: John you’re on mute.
Hunter: Yes, I’m present.
Drew: Mr. Mitch Ingold?
Mitch: Present.
Kathy: I can see that he is on the phone.
*few more technical issues from 9 minutes in to 17 minutes in the audio*
Mitch: Next business is to go ahead and hear the grant presentations. Is Clark County PD ready to give
their presentation?
Jana: As ready as I’ll ever be.
Kathy: Do you want to go over quickly with Jay (Hall) what you’ve already done?
Mitch: We’ve approved the minutes from the last meeting. I’ve introduced everyone, and we are now
getting ready to start the three grant application presentations. Clark County PD is going to start first.
Grant Presentations
Marsi Fowler from Clark County PD: Can everyone hear me okay?
Group: Yes.
Marsi: Well good morning. We are back. Our last branch work is going excellent, but we would like to
build on top of that. We would like to continue to upgrade and maintain our trails over an additional
year where we are doing our ADA picnic areas. That was the first grant, we would like to build on top of
that and build a 20 foot by 40 foot pavilion. It’ll be a nice place to get out of the poor weather. We are
also going to put in an access road to the pavilion. At this time we’re going to have to use a porta potty,
so we need an access road to get a truck back there to empty that, but also for emergency personnel.

We also need help with keeping up the maintenance on the MX track that we’re putting in, and then
they are wanting to put in five additional miles of trails that can be used by OHVs or side-by-sides. And
that’s pretty much it. I want to keep it short and sweet.
Mitch: Now the OHV Advisory board has an opportunity to ask questions concerning this grant and you
guys should already have the grant packets that were sent to you from Kathy. Are there any questions
from the advisory board?
Jay: My question is how do you check self-tickers and check the gate to see how many participants you
have at the park all at one time?
Marsi: Right now, it is on a random check-in basis. We do have security throughout the major busy
season, that will allow them to make random checks through the trails and parking lot. We would love
to build on that. Eventually we have had some conversation about putting in a card scanner for the gate,
where you have to have a card to open the gate but that is down the road.
Jay: What I don’t understand is how you control that.
Marsi: As much as I would like to say we have 100% control over that, a lot of it is based on honesty. Like
I said, random checks by staff. The gates are closed at night. They get reopened in the morning. Right
now, you we have deer season, but we do have maintenance staff has been out there working over the
last several months. So right now, they are acting as our security Monday thru Friday, since they aren’t
here during the weekend.
Mitch: Are you satisfied with your question or did you have a follow up question?
Jay: I was sure that’s how they did it, but I wanted to make sure.
Mitch: Are there any other questions from the advisory board for Clark County PD?
Lance: I’ve got a couple here. I guess on the pavilion that’s going to be closer to lake, is that right?
Marsi: Are you talking about the pavilion?
Lance: Yes.
Marsi: It will be pretty much on the bank. It will be up the hill a little way, but it will be right next to the
lake.
Lance: So that is going to be a pretty good distance away from your parking lot and sign in area. Is that
going to have access from the lake?
Marsi: Eventually, that is in the plans. They really want to eventually put a dock in there where the
boaters will be able to come up, sit at the pavilion, use the restroom, things like that.

Lance: Is the five miles of new trails in the area you currently have trails or are they going to connect the
main park to the riding area?
Marsi: As much as we are digging to find a way to connect the main park to the OHV riding area, right
now they are looking to create five miles of new trails within the current trail system. It went a long time
without maintenance. We have a lot of makeshift trails where people have made their own and they
would like to make those more solid and make good trails where they will quit “going off road”.
Mitch: Are there any other questions for Clark County PD?
John Harris: Yes I do, this is John Harris. The pavilion, is it where the ATVs can ride up to it?
Marsi: Yes, it will be ADA accessible. They’re currently working on getting a picnic area so it is ADA
accessible then if they just want to build on top of that and do a pavilion, they will pretty much be able
to ride up to it.
John Harris: Okay. So ATVs, dirt, bikes, and everybody can ride right to the pavilion to use it. Okay. Now
the labor is that because you're hiring this out?
Marsi: Yes.
John Harris: Okay, so you want us to pay for your guys's labor to do this? Okay. That's all my questions
for now. [00:26:00]
Mitch Ingold: Any other questions from the board? Okay. Is there anyone in support of Clark county's
grant application? Alrighty, anyone in opposition of this Clark county's grant application?
John Harris: This is John Harris. I don't want to be the burden of bad news, but I would rather money be
spent on riding trails then somewhere, just to sit, sorry.
Mitch Ingold:[00:27:00] Okay. Does the OHV board have any other questions for Clark county before we
proceed onto the next application?
Thank you, Clark county. Okay. Next up we have Harpole's lodge.
Gary Harpole from Harpole’s Lodge: Good morning, everybody. I wish we could see each other in
person, but the times we're in I'm Gary, of course, most of you know me and Mike in the background
here. He's my trail maintenance gentleman. He can answer any technical questions. We've applied for
some equipment to keep our trails maintained. It's come down to really a safety issue. We have so much
traffic, which is a great thing that the trails need to be maintained on a daily basis, basically. For safety
reasons and for enjoyment reasons, both. We've been doing it twice a year for a month, running a piece
of equipment and Mike's been doing it, but it really needs done on a daily basis. On a weekend, we can

have several hundred riders here and the trails get tore up. As we all know, the vehicles, tires are
[00:28:00] getting bigger. Units are getting bigger and trails are getting deeper ruts in them. And then
you have kids that come and we're, as you guys know a family friendly place and you know, a little kid
with his little four Wheeler, can't get up and down the trails because the ruts are too big. So we've
come, which is a good problem, but we've come to an issue to keep it safe for everybody. And to keep it
enjoyable for everybody, we need somebody working on the trail. Almost every day of the week, I've
hired Mike. He's been with me for what? 15 years. Mike, Mike has been with me. He's his background is
he has worked for a heavy equipment company dozing and stuff, but he also has been road
commissioner for many years in the area. And he's also worked for me. So he's very good with
equipment and we've, he's going to be basically working on trails 20 to 30 hours a week from end of
February through the end of riding season. Basically just everyday keeping the trails, maintaining. And
then I have another person as well that I've hired to answer Jay's questions. And as we have so many
people [00:29:00] coming now is just to basically check people in and patrol, he's going to be the ATV
coordinator over the park. Basically making sure everybody's going by the rules and regulations.
Anybody that's been with us knows this, you know, we do everything by the book. So we want to keep
things that way and it keeps them off our trail, keeping up with everything, make sure buy has their
stickers or vice going by our rules. So we basically have two people. That'd be working 20 to 30 hours a
week during the season, just on the ATV park. So we need equipment and that's our only downside is we
don't have equipment to maintain paying the park. So that's why we put the grant application as our
vision. Like tonight's vision is we're both passionate about this is we want the OHV park to look like a
well-maintained. State park or park. When you come here with your family or friends, you know, it's, it's,
it looks good. It gives you a good feeling that this place is taken care of. Well, it's maintenance. Good.
And we just wanna, you know, be a show piece of, for the state and for us to make people excited to
come here. We've seen a [00:30:00] tremendous growth in the industry. I'm sure you guys have too. And
there's been, especially with COVID and I don't see it slowing down after COVID, there's just so many
riders coming. And as a result, you know, there's new issues that popped up and trail maintenance is our
number one issue and concern going forward and just for safety, safety issues and enjoyment for our
guests.
So that's kind of an overview. We've applied for two pieces of equipment. A compact excavator is what
we used now to maintain the trails. Mike uses that and he likes using that to keep the trails in good
shape. And then a skid steer. We've used a guide locally once in a while to do it, just to keep, keep the
park looking good. There's things that the excavator can't do that the skid steer can do to keep the park
looking good and keep the trails safe. As far as the overview, I'm happy to answer more detailed
questions, but that's the reason why we've applied for this application for this grant. [00:31:00]
Mitch Ingold: Okay. Thanks, Gary. Does the advisory board have any questions for Gary and Harpole's
lodge concerning their grant application?
John Harris: Yeah, this John Harris you've put down two pieces of equipment here. Which one do you
need more?

Gary Harpole: Probably the excavator, if we had to pick one or the other, of course, we'd like, we need
more equipment than, than we applied for. We need more mowers and tractors and stuff. But if we had
to just pick one, John, it would be the compact excavator. How that, that Mike was the one that I asked
him that question before our meeting anticipating that could come up. And he said that that's what he
would prefer the most if we had to pick one.
John Harris: So I understand, I know with all the, the, the big side-by-sides getting into our parks now,
it's created a lot more maintenance for a lot of our parks. I've heard that from many parks, but which we
all know, there's not a lot of money in the budget. So I just wanted to ask that question. So thank you.
Gary Harpole: [00:32:00] You're welcome.
Mitch Ingold: Any other questions from the advisory board?
Jay Hall: Yeah, this Jay. Gary. You do have a sign in area where you sign in and as a designated parking
area also?
Gary Harpole: Yeah. We have two things right now. How we currently have, we have a sign-in table that
we put outside. We have such a demand on the weekends that there's a line of getting into it. We
actually had to turn away people earlier this spring. We had so many people coming. So yeah, we have
we have, right now we have at least two people that check people in and we have a designated riding
parking area that they can park. We actually have two designated parking areas, but then also we are
hiring somebody now that just that's what his job is going to be or her job. But I hired a guy just to do
that. But then during the week, Jay, when it's not as busy, we have kind of a, like a journal check-in area
for everything that all of our riders come to and check it's real. We're sad. We're staffed seven days a
week with somebody checking people [00:33:00] in.
Mitch Ingold: Any other questions from the advisory board?
Thanks, Gary and Mike,
John Roth: Okay. Gary, this is John Roth. I had a question regarding the compact excavator, is that able
to get around the entire trail system and is that you're just bringing rock in or smoothing out the trail.
What's the plans there?
Gary Harpole: Yeah, that's where we are now. And I can let Mike speak on it as well. That's why I
brought him into the meeting, but basically he uses a blade that swivels on the back and he can go
through the whole park system with that excavator and fix all the trails and it comes out, you can run a
golf cart across it when he's done using that machine. And that's what we, what we currently rent.
We've been renting it twice, once in the spring and once in late summer from my area rental company.
And that's exactly what we've been renting. So it's worked out really well. He's comfortable with it. The
problem is, [00:34:00] we’re now renting it twice a month. It isn't enough. We need somebody out there

every day. And our plan is if there's a trouble spot with somebody and let's say somebody is at the park
riding, and there's a bad spot that is reported to our hostess and Michael has a board. When he gets
here on Monday, he works seven days a week. He might be in on the weekend or whatever, but he'll
have a board of trouble spots. So he'll be able to go fix certain trails immediately instead of letting them
wait until the next time we can rent the equipment.
John Roth: Okay. I know from a dealer standpoint, we are selling about twice as many of these UTVs as
we are last year. And I'm sure it's going to continue in the horsepower that they're putting down as a lot.
And so the trails are taking a beating. And I know from our customers, that is one of the things that's a
major turnoff is when you go to a park and it's just all beat to hell and nobody wants to ride it. So I do
appreciate your concerns on that. I think it's legitimate.
Gary Harpole: Yeah. We're fortunate because we have Mike and he actually has two people that are
experienced equipment operators. If he's got to be gone or he's sick that filled in for him. So we're
[00:35:00] really blessed and fortunate that we have the staffing power to, and the manpower to do
that and keep up with, because as you guys know, a lot of times, that's the biggest challenge, finding
good people and Mike's awesome at what he does and he's good at it. And so we've got the manpower,
we just don't have the equipment.
John Roth: Okay. That's all I had. Thank you.
Mitch Ingold: Okay. Any other questions from the advisory board for Harpole’s Lodge? Alrighty. Any
comments in support of the grant? Any comments in opposition of this grant? All right. If there's no
further questions from the advisory board. Thank you very much, Gary and Mike.[00:36:00]
Okay. The third presentation we have is from The Cliffs. So go ahead.
James Lowry from The Cliffs: Hello everyone. I'm Jimmy Lowry with the cliffs off-road park in Marseilles,
Illinois. Can you guys hear me?
All right. Today we're here. I'm submitted an application to acquire an additional 40 acres for the Cliff's
off-road park. We're still finishing up the process of the last application. I just submitted all the last
paperwork to Kathy a couple of weeks ago. So other than that, we're doing well. Basically we're just
trying to keep acquiring land it's up for sale.
So we don't want to lose that part of the land. And that's basically all we need. We we don't need no
equipment. I bought a dozer. And so we've got our trails [00:37:00] maintained very well now. We've
had a lot of compliments in the last couple of months pretty much going from there.
Mitch Ingold: Okay. Thanks Jimmy. Any questions from the advisory board?

Jay Hall: Yeah, this is Jay. The 40 acres positioned to where the offices are at, which direction is it from
there?
James Lowry: I don't know if you have a map, basically from where the office is I would say it's
Northwest of the office. It's up our hill. The previous grant was for $650,000 for 80 acres, which broke
down to 8,100 and twenty-five dollars per acre, which included [00:38:00] the 5,000 square foot
building and the two to three acre parking lot. And it was appraised for 700,000. Now this 40 acres Steve
was willing to go to $5,000 per acre. So it'd be this grant application is for 200,000 for the additional 40
and it's Northwest of the office, which includes a couple more ravines and probably a two to three miles
where the trails interlining through the woods and everything.
Jay Hall: Okay. Yeah. I'm familiar with what the property averages are. I’m making sure I knew where it
was or what you were talking about buying.
James Lowry: All right. If you're familiar with the property, if you picture the office basically up the hill
from there. Yeah. [00:39:00]
Jay Hall: Yeah. I, yeah. I I know we're just talking about, I just that's.
I just wanted to make sure that's where you were going with it.
Mitch Ingold: Any other questions from the advisory board?
John Harris: I have a couple and I'm not sure if I can't ask these, you just tell me on the last...
Mitch Ingold: Say your name.
John Harris: John Harris. Thank you. On the last round did we give them money?
James Lowry: 650,000
John Harris: and you've already put it to use?
James Lowry: That was to acquire the first additional 80 acres, which also locked an additional 70 acres
for a lease for the entirety of the grant cycle of the 15 years. So that was for a hundred and basically
locked in 150 ride-able acres and all that paperwork is submitted. And I mean, technically waiting on the
payout. [00:40:00]
John Harris: All right. So that's the only thing holding us up.
Kathy Barker: Jimmy, I'm still waiting on those insurance documents.

James Lowry: I sent those to you, Kathy. You did not receive those?
Kathy Barker: Did you mail them?
James Lowry: I emailed on the same day I got that email from you.
Kathy Barker: I'll have to double check that. I'm not sure there was an attachment. Would you please
email those to me again? And that should, that should take care of that.
James Lowry: Okay. Yes, I will. Sorry about that. I thought I should've followed up to make sure you got
them
Kathy Barker: Remote working at its best. Thank you.
John Harris: The other question is also, we're still not allowing Jeeps and trucks on there right?
James Lowry: Nope. There won't any Jeeps and trucks on the trails.
John Harris: All right, thank you. Sorry to be the sticker.[00:41:00]
Mitch Ingold: Okay. Any other questions from the advisory boards for The Cliffs? Okay. Are there any
comments from the public in support of this grant application from The Cliffs?
Steve Flynn: Steve Flynn here. Hello everyone. So I just want to make a quick mention. Obviously I sold
the park to Jimmy. He's been doing an amazing job running it trails are in better shape than they've
been in a long time. And as he mentioned, he's guaranteed 150 acres. He's trying to acquire another 40
acres from me. And hopefully, you know, he can do that. So that'll put the park up to 190 acres and as
we all stay in the past before, we're all kind of in support of acquiring more land for the OHV because
we're losing land every day. I just wanted to mention that, you know he's done a great job and he's he'd
be really proud of the park and he runs a tight ship there. Even when I bring my hunter buddies they get
checked for everything. So he will do an excellent job of selling your stickers as soon as he gets his
funding and he's allowed to sell stickers. [00:42:00]He'll do an excellent job of maintaining the park. So
just wanted to put that in and hopefully you guys can help him get another 40 acres so that he can at
least advertise that he's close to 200 acres for his riding. So that's all.
Mitch Ingold: Okay. Thanks Steve. Any other comments, any other comments in support of The Cliffs
grant application?
James Lowry: [00:43:00] Also if I may add we've we closed in the park 9/17/2020, and so far, we've had
over 3000 customers in the last three months. And as Steve said, we've done very well with the trail
maintenance and bringing stuff up to par. As I said, we have now acquired a dozer for our trail

maintenance to keep the ruts down. All our beginner trails. I can take my daughter around on her. ATCC
quad, no rut issues. We, with our office building, we check every single person and they sign waivers.
We have a gate person every day, we're open. So we'd be, have no issues checking for OHV stickers and
making sure everyone's checked in following all the typical safety protocols of helmets and flags and all
that. And so far, we've had lots of positive reviews and feedback on the changes we've made so far.
Mitch Ingold: Okay. Thanks Jimmy. Last call for any comments in support of the Cliffs grant
application.[00:44:00] Okay. Are there any comments in opposition of the cliffs grant application?
George Sisk: Let's give people a few seconds in case they're on mute and they're trying to unmute.
Mitch Ingold: Yeah. I keep hearing a bunch of stuff on the phone. I don't really know what. Are there any
comments in opposition of the cliffs grant application?
George Sisk: Mitch, give it a few more moment announce it a third time, and then...
Mitch Ingold: Okay.
George Sisk: If someone is wishing to speak in opposition to the third grant application, you may be on
mute please [00:45:00] unmute and speak. Okay. Third time, Mitch.
Mitch Ingold: Okay. Last call for the opposition comments for The Cliffs grant application. Does the
advisory board have any followup questions for the Cliffs grant application?
All right. That that concludes all three of the grant applications we have. George, do we need a motion
to go ahead and vote on just going to the vote of the three [00:46:00] applications
George Sisk: Historically have you required a motion in the past?
Mitch Ingold: Yeah, I think we have.
George Sisk: Okay. Then to maintain uniformity let's do the same thing here and yes, we'll need a
motion. Someone will need to state his or her name. Second, same thing. And then a roll call vote. Yes,
please.
Mitch Ingold: Okay. We're just going to go ahead and look for a motion to go to the voting on all three
grant applications.
Jay Hall: This is Jay, I'll make a motion to do votes on the applications.
John Roth: I'll second John Roth.

Mitch Ingold: Drew you want to do the roll call?
Drew Jenkins: Yes, sir. Mr. Jay Hall.
Jay Hall: Yes.
Drew Jenkins: Mr. Hall. What are we doing?
Lance: A vote on going to vote on the three grant applications?
Drew Jenkins: Sorry about that Jay [00:47:00] hall. You said? Yes.
Jay Hall: Yes.
Drew Jenkins: Mr. Lance Martin?
Lance Martin: Yes.
Drew Jenkins: Mr. John Roth?
John Roth: Yes.
Drew Jenkins: Mr. Hunter. John?
Hunter John: Yes.
Mitch Ingold: Okay. Just to, just to clarify since the phone situation and not being able to hear that well
and things instead of yay or nay, which to me sound very similar. Yes will be used for voting in favor of
recommending the grant application, and a no will be not recommending the grant application. Is that
okay, George? Just so everybody can hear that clearly
George Sisk: That's a fine clarification. Yes.
Mitch Ingold: Okay. We're going to start with Clark county.
Jay Hall: Yeah. Can I ask a question before we go to a vote? Just since I didn't [00:48:00] get to hear
earlier, I want to clarify how much funds we actually have available.

Kathy Barker: I'm trying to bring up spreadsheets. Sorry. I was on mute. Myself, Andrew Jenkins went
through this last week to find any remaining funds from prior awarded grants. We have come up with an
additional $26,000, which would make the total funding available $226,534. So $226,534.[00:49:00]
Mitch Ingold: Okay. We will start with, we will start with Clark county Clark county's grant application.
Do we have a motion to recommend? But George, is this me or drew?
George Sisk: No, that's you. If there's any discussion of emotions, that's you.
Mitch Ingold: So do we have a motion to vote on recommending Clark county counties grant application
for 2020? Do we have a motion for voting on Clark county's grant application for 2020? [00:50:00]
Jay Hall: This is Jay. I will do a motion to vote on Clark county.
Mitch Ingold: Okay. All in all in favor of recommending Clark county grant application. Go ahead, drew.
Drew Jenkins: Mr. Jay Hall.
Jay Hall: No.
Drew Jenkins: Mr. Lance Martin.
Lance Martin: No.
Drew Jenkins: Mr. John Roth.
John Roth: No, sir. [00:51:00]
Drew Jenkins: Mr. Hunter John.
Hunter John: No, sir.
Mitch Ingold: Okay, moving on to Harpole's lodge. All those in favor of recommending Harpole's grant
application for 2020. Go ahead Drew.
Drew Jenkins: Mr. Jay Hall.
Jay Hall: Yes.
Drew Jenkins: Mr. Lance Martin.

Lance Martin: Yes.
Drew Jenkins: Mr. John Roth.
John Roth: Yes.
Drew Jenkins: Mr. Hunter John. Mr. Hunter John? I don't see him on the list anymore. [00:52:00]
Hunter John: I'm sorry. I dropped signal. And just came back. What did you say?
Mitch Ingold: We are voting on Harpole’s Lodge grant application for 2020. Yes means you are
recommending it. No means you are not recommending it.
Hunter John: Yes, but can we ask questions or we do that later?
Mitch Ingold: That was before the vote. Moving on to The Cliffs grant application for 2020. We are
voting to recommend or not recommend The Cliffs grant application for 2020. [00:53:00]
Drew Jenkins: Mr. Jay Hall.
Jay Hall: No.
Drew Jenkins: Mr. Lance Martin.
Lance Martin: That'd be no I guess because we're out of funding, right?
Drew Jenkins: Mr. John Roth.
John Roth: No.
Drew Jenkins: Mr. Hunter. John.
Hunter John: No, cause we're out of funding. That's four NOs.
Mitch Ingold: Okay. To review what was just voted on? We have four NOs. For Clark County's grant
application for 2020, we have four yes’ for Harpole's lodge grant application for 2020. And we have four
NOs for The Cliffs grant application for 2020. And unless there's any further business I'll take a motion to
adjourn the 2020 OHV public hearing. [00:54:00]
Jay Hall: I'll do a motion to adjourn, Jay Hall.

John Roth: I'll second, John Roth. Go ahead, drew.
Drew Jenkins: Mr. Jay Hall.
Jay Hall: Yes.
Drew Jenkins: Mr. Martin?
Lance Martin: Yes.
Drew Jenkins: Mr. John Roth?
John Roth: Yes.
Drew Jenkins: Mr. Hunter John?
Hunter John: Yes.

END OF MEETING

